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:MBER 8, 1963
Seleetea Ni A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

WINNERSLargest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
The County
———
United Press

•

Repeaters front last year were
Howard Alsup. tackle, and Bobby
Young, back, both of Middle Tennessee; John Bohna. Murray back:
Gene McFadden and Mix Stevens,
Western backs, and Marvin Satterly. Western guard.
Twelve men are on the team
this year
because Stevens and
Bohna tied for a backfield spat
and the league decided to name
them both
Others who made the team are:
Bill Ploumis, and Arnie Oaken,
both of Western, Marshall Taylor, end, and James Passons, tackle, both of Tennessee Tech; Roy
Kidd, back. and Cl Oakley,
guard, both of Eastern'!"
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John Bohna
Named All
OVC Back
BOWLING GREEN alt—The SIX
coaches in the Ohio Valley Conference picked five Western Kentucky football players on the allOVC team for the year and six
players who made last year's team.
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TOUR PROGRESSMI HOME NEWSPAPER
IN Mr 74th TEAR

Tennessee Tech led in the Mil
toting for the second team, placing five men
Eastern is represented by three Middle Tennessee
by two and Murray one.
The second team: Jerry Daniele,
tackle; Virgil Raines, guard, William Satarnnes, center, and Ken
Broyles and Mac Reeves, backs.
all from Tennessee Tech, Boo Hatfield. end. Frank Nasaida, tackle
and Bill Bradford. 'back. all of
Eastern; Mitchell Jones, end, and
Garnett Rather, back, both from
Middle Tennessee. and Ben Charnness. guard. Murray

etter To Editor
ta '*0 %a-•-Ator..
.c•
sa.
4 the letter of Wayne
Ha
1r 'aft other ones of the
Myers
Amalgaai
sing Workers—they
sounded •
C' as the previous
Democrat".
ones publis,
of the Myers
We have rea
"Chatter" befo '
one was
as VOID as .4 other!. We're
afraid their "political action cornm:ttee" isn't such a big thing according to previous elections when
there was so much "MUD- slinging going on thru a local paper.

he

We know the Editor of said
paper loves it or he wouldn't always "be" where the mud slinging
is going on. Naturally birds of the
same feather flock together. Now
what could Wayne Myers know
about what the calls the Calloway
"Sweat Shop"? Is he trying to be
a ''ram rod" here as he tried at
Murray Manufacturing? What has
he done to contribute to the
"growing up" of Murray' What
has Eunicia Smith done? How
many jobs has she created for the
people of our fair city? Haw many
jobs has the CIO created for "beal' people? Where does the money
go that is paid in?
If they have such a bi, financial
and political backing and are SO
interested in the "poor girls" of
Calloway Manufacturing why don't they bring one of "their plants"
to Murray—plenty of room and
take the poor mistreated radicals
over and let the ones who want
to work and enjoy fellowship"Vith
one another alone.

None of the girls who are for
their company have ever been
known to go to a would be CIO
member and mistreat them ,even
in the late hours of the night).
We don't bite a mad dog because
it wants to bite us, neither do we
Players receiving honorable men- threaten
people
because
they
tion are.
threaten us—that is why we have
Backs-Garner Ezell, Middle Ten- stayed out of the nasty Until's- benessee. Jack Bell, Eastern, and ing said and done.
Jack Van Bowies Tennessee Tech
We are neither afraid or ashamEnds- Billy
MacBane. Murray ed. We think the people who
and Eddie Scott, Terme:see Tech. neither work for the Calloway
Tackles- Jerry Passafiume and Mfg. Co. or have not contributed
Ed Worley. Western
to the bringing of the plant to
Guards- Joe Collier, Middle Ten- Murray
should at least keep their
nessee. Dick Lamber. Eastern, and lung
noses out of its' affairs of
Jack McKee, Tennessee Tech
the plant.
Centers- Toni Patterson. WestEastern
ern. and Jerry Johns,
--Some of the Calloway Mfg.
workers who go to church on
Sunday and don't try to -brow
beat- their fellow workers on
Monday.
It has come to the attention of

Help Asked

fit
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FILL THE
EMPTY STOCKING
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30 KILLED, NEARLY 1,000 BUILDINGS DESTROYED

World Capitals Support Idea
On Russ Partnership Of Atom

By BRUCE W. MUNN
peacetime uses of fissionable maUnited Press Staff Correspondent terial.
2. "Begin to diminish the potenUNITED NATIONS, N Y., Dec.
The following city officials were
tial destructive power of the
9, (01_ _President Eisenhower's ininstalled Monday to give the city
world's atomic stockpiles.
vitation to Russia .to become the
a practically nefoa city council.
3. "Allow all peoples cif all naWest's partner in an atomic pool
Mayor Oeorge Hart has guided
tions to see that, in this enlightmost
support
won
world
the
of
the city for a number of years,
ened age, the great powers of the
capitals today but Moscow remainand three of the council have
earth, both of the East and of the
ed silent.
served for some time, but three
West, are interested in human asnew members are serving for the
The President's urgent appeal pirations first and foremost, rather
first time.
for peaceful atomic development than in building up the armaments
in a personal appearance before of war.
4. "Open up a new charnel for
the United Nations General Assembly Tuesday crossed the Iron peaceful discussion and initiate at
Curtain over the VOice oi Ameri- least a new approach to the many
difficult problems that must be
ca.
Soviet Delegate Andrei Y. Visit- solved in both private and public
insky. whose boasts that Russia conferences if the world is to
has exploded a hydrogen bomb shake off the inertia imposed by
and developed secret atomic wea- fear gad make positive progress
pons partly were responsible for toward peace."
Mr. Eisenhower said he would
the President's decision to make
his unprecedented speech, applaud- present his plan to .Congress with
ed Mr. Eisenhower frequently and "every expectation of approval."
A field of kindling is about all that's left of this residential area of the city.
Since British Prime Minister
joined other delegates in a standWinston Churchill endorsed the
ing ovation.
underway
are
in
Vicksburg,
OPERATIONS
Miss.,
which was placed under martial law
CLEANUP
Vishinsky. who often conferred plan at the Bermuda conference
following the tornado which killed 30, injured more than 300 and left devastation estimated at
with Soviet colleague Jacob A. which ended early Tuesday. Brit$25,000,000. Nearly 1,000 buildings were destroyed or damaged,
(InternattonalBoundpitolos).
Malik, during the address, later ain's Parliament also was expectsaid only that "there is a necess- ed to approve it.
The Voice of America's 82 radio
ity for a careful study of this
transmitters carried the President's
speech."
Vishinsky's reticence hidicated message in English and 33 foreign
he would reserve further comment languages to all parts of the globe,
Mayor George Hart
until the Kremlin's experts had and American news rache---printers
Mrs. Edgar Renaud, datirehter of
served Sixteen Years
studied the speech thoroughly. It brought it to newspapers in every
The following letter was receiv- Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Grant of Murwas considered a certainty Vish- corner of the free world.
ed by Mrs Mary Pace, executive ray, will leave . December 17 for
insky would not reply before the
secretary of the Calloway County New York City where she will sail
60-member General Assembly adchapter 14 the American Red gss6.Deceraber 19 for Nurnburg,
journs its eighth annual session
Cross.
Germany. to join her husband.
late today.
It is being reporrrted here for
Boosters of Murray High School
Thus it was apparent the next
Master Sergeant Renaud is with
the benefit of those mentioned in
the 169th Infantry Regiment 43rd West Kentucky Conference Champ- steps taken by the world's big
the letter.
Division stationed in Igurnburt. ion football team wit' give a din- powers would be conversations behonoring them at Kenlake hind locked doors at the U.N.
He has been there for one year. ner
My Dear Mrs. Pace:
Hotel. Wednesday night, Decem- headquarters on the East River
The patients and staff join in Mrs. Renaud. nee Dean Grant, and btr 16th at 630 p.m.
Some delegates referred to the
thanking you for the ten very her husband plan to stay in GerThe speaker for the occasion will President's request for internationlovely cakes that you sent for many for two years.
be the Commissioner of the Ken- al pooling of part of each nation's
their birthday party on Decernher
•
tucky High School Athletic As- atomic Material as "an atomic
3. We wish it were possible to
sociation, Mr Ted
Sanford. Mr. Point Four program." Mr EsenTwo games are on tap this week
thank each lady who contributed
Verne Kyle will be Master of hower's plan would:
for Coach Harlan Hodge.' Racers
of her time and materials to make
Ceremonies.
I. "Encourage worldwide inves- Wednesday night
they play Evansthese cakes. Since that is imposMurray Star Chapter No, 433
There is a very limited number tigation info the most
effective ville in Evansville and Saturday
sible. would you Oe so kind as to Order of the Eastern Star will of banquet tickets available and
night, at home, they take on Marthank each one for us? We feel have a bazaar in the Boone Build- may be obtained from any of the
shall.
that if they could have seen the ing on the' South Side of the drug stores in Murray
Last week the Evansville team
enfoyment that their gift:, gave. square on Thursday, December 10.
The trophy was awarded last
in Murray. fell to the Murray
they would have felt amply re- A number of lovely items and Saturday to the officials of Murray
Staters 94-88 in a wild game of
payed for the hours spent in this baked goods v.irl be on sale.
High School. The trophy has heen
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn Ifs—Mrs. fouls and free throws. Saturday
work. A birthday is something
placed with the other two that
that people like to have others
Murray High has won in the past Portia Howe. mother of an 101 - night's encounter is the only
repatriated prisoner of war, was game of the year between Marremember, even after taiey Deten years.
on her way to the Far East today shall and Murray.
come adults.
with confidence that a face-to-face
In the Evansville game, 77 perWe hope that sometime a small
meeting will give him a "sharp, sonal fouls were called against
Earl Littleton
group of your tears will be able
direct reminder" of his ties to the two teams, with eight Purple
Served Nine Years
to bring their cakes an.i assist
home and country.
Aces fouling out and three Racers
with a ward party. We would like'
Mrs. Howe, determined ta cut leaving the game by the same
to share the fun and fellowship
A number of merchants have her way through the red Ope
still route.
of the occasion with them.
expressed the desire to stay open surrounding a visit with her
A total of 121 free pitches were
son,
Yours very sincerely,
until 8:00 pm. beginning Friday said she would leave for
Seattle, tossed during the game, with MurMrs_ Grace H. Stewart
December 18 and continuing thro- Wash, at 2:50 pm. EST.
ray connecting on 48 of 78 and
Field Director
ugh Christmas eve December 24.
Evansville hitting 26 of 43. MirrAmerican Red Cross
The Alden. Minn., woman armerchant wishing to exAny
ray's margin of victory was at
Fort Campbell, Ky.
press his opinion on this matter rived here from Washington Tuesthe free throw line, lageeng the
By:
Is asked to contact the Chamber day where she met with Defense
visitors 23 .to 31 from th^
Miss Hazel L. Breland
of Commerce as soon as possible, Department officials and the South
Last year in Huntington. West
Assistant Field Director
so that a united action might be Korean ambassador.
Virginia. Marshall defeated the
in Recreation
taken.
The Defense DepartmOnt. which Racers 86-81 in a contest that
has discouraged visits to 22 Ameri- wasn't decided until the last mincan captives' who embraced Com- ute of the game.
munism, told her only the Neutral
Both Evansville and Marshall
Nations Repatriation
Commission were at one time members of the
at Panmunjom can
permit the Ohio
Valley
Conference.
Both
meeting with her son. Pfc. Richard withdrew
to concentrate
their
F. Tenneson, 22
schedules in
other conferences
She said she would go to Japan, where their "natural" opponents
By PHIL NEWSOM
emn lands where even the best f' Burma-where, against Warnings which she expects to reach Friday, play Games between them and
United Press Foreign News Editor Western intentions are viewed with for his own safety, he irtbpped and and press the NNRC for a decision. the Racers, however, hase always
been stsonaly contested affairs.
Vice President Richard_ M. Nix- suspicion.
interviewed an anti-Western deShe called her son "a nornial
The Racers, off to a slaw start,
on has been the man "on the spot"
Among the situations facing thc monstrator. later shaking hands
American kid" and said she found have won two and lost two this
practicalry,. ever since he first set vice president have been:
with the man.
a "hopeful sign" in reports that season. Percentages favor the opfoot in his airplane on his globeThe Philippines-where ne arAnd finally. India and Pakistan.
the 22 -non-repates" had requested position In the first four games.
circling fact-linding tour.
rived in the midst of a bitter presiFor week's India has been upeet
a ChWtmas tree and a yule party with the Race4. laggina behind
His trials are not over.
dential election campaign in which over reports that the United States
with a percentage of 31 from the
At the moment, he finds him- a charge of U.S. interference was inte Idea to sian a rnilitaay pact in the' Communist stockade.
cif in the midst of a potentially an issue but in which he managed with Pakistan, perhaps Including a
"It suggests to me very much field to 34 for their opponents.
ocplosive situation over the ques- to stay on friendly terms both with deal for military bases such as the that they're
At the free throw line the Racnot entirely dominated
ion whether the United States will incumbent
Elpidio Quirino and recent agreemarit with Spain.
by Communism." she said. "I still ers are shooting 57 percent to 64
for the opposition. They are averor will not enter into a military eventual winner Ramon MigsayNixon assured Prime Minister have hopes."
pact with Pakistan at the southern say.
aging 69 points per game to 69.7
,T
„
swaharlal Nehru that American
The 22 prisoners recently turned for their opponents.
Natimaltat arms never would be used for agborder of the Soviet Russian emFormosa-where the
down New Testament Bibles mailiiire.
Chinese government of President gressior..
Howie Crittenden.
saphrimore
Next, he enters an equally trou- Chiang Kai-Shek was openly susNow Nixon is in Karachi. Paki- ed from the United States and aiie- guard, is leading the Racers in
blous situation in Iran wh -.__reL
picious that the US. intended to stan, where he will discuss Ameri- ed, instead, for Communist news- scoring with 83 points. He has hit
lotions just now are being restored cut its aid to the Nationalists and can aid
27 of 89 field goal attempts for a
with Pakistan Premier papers.
with Britain and where rioting and perhaps give in to British urging Mohammed All.
.303 percentage.
In
addition
to
convincing
the
unrest provide daily proof that the that the US. recognize Red China.
Against the background of their
Usually
a
cracker-jack
free
Nations Commission she
fight between Britain and Iran atKorei•where the United States talks will be not only India's atti- Neutral
thrower, he is hitting only 517 at
should
be
allowed
to see her son,
over nationalization of Iran's oil and the Communists were locked tude but also-Russia's recent blusMrs. Howe faces the hurdle 3f get- charity lane this year. cannecting
industry still is not settled.
a debate over the Korean politi- tering note in
which eh' said
ting into the Korean War theater on only 29 of 56 tries.
It is a credit to Nixon's ability cal conference and President Syng- American bases in Pakistan would
Amazingly enough, at an even
at all.
to drop the rigiltit word in the right man Rhee threatened to bolt at any be a threat to Russian security
six feet he is tied for second
place that et no point in his long moment.
Dispatches from Karachi indiUnited States military officials place on the squad in rebounding
tour has his departure been folJapan-where the Japanese still cate that United States use of must clear her on a trip from Ja- with 21 to his credit Ted Knenntslowed either by a blast from gov- werç to be convinced they should Pakistan bases is not even being pan to the peninsula
mark i6-51 IS tops with 23 Tied
H. W. "Stub" Wilson
ernment or newspapers, • particuaL heed US. urgings to rearm against considered, except in the possible
She said she will "wait in Japan with Crittenden
are 11-9 Rich
First Term
larly in thcese sensitive Far East- Communism.
event of war.
arid hope and pray."
Starkey -and 6-2 Dean Akridge.

Mrs. Pace Thanked
For Aid At
Fort Campbell

Mrs. Renaud To
Sail For Germany

Murray High
Boosters To
Give Dinner

Racers Will

Play Aces,
And Herd

ANNOUNCEMENT

Mother Of Prisoner
On Way To Korea

Vice-President Nixon Has Been "On The Spot"
Ever Since He Started On His Good Will Tour

Respectfully.
Waylon Rayburn, Judge
Calloway County Court

Needed: Clothing, food, toys and
money.
Where: Murray High lunchroom,
Are station, or call Mrs. Grayson McClure or Mr. Henry
Hargis,
Deadline: December 16. Will be
used to give Christmas to the
needy.

New Faces
In Local
City Council

Closing Time Is
To Be Decided On

the County. Judge that the heavy
rain on last Saturday night, Decamber 5. 1953. washed dry leaves
into the sewers on various county
roads, thereby causing the sewers
to become stopped up, all of which
will mean, when It rains again,
that the water will not flow through the sewers, but over the sewers and roads, thereby washing the
gravel off the roads.
It would cost the county several
hundred dollars to employ persons
to travel all county roads and unstop the sewers with dry leaves,
and the county does not have, at
this time, the money to spend for
such purpose
Therefore, we are earnestly urging the citizens who live on county
• roads near sewers to please render
the county a little help and assistance by unstopping the sewers 60
that the water may now through
the sewers without damaging the
roads in the filture.
Your response to this urgent request will be gratefully appreciated by your Fiscal Court and all
citizens interest< in the welfare
of the county.

PTA Empty
Stocking Fend

re
Set

Murray,

MOSCOW SILENT ON IKE PROPOSAL

Kuska of Omaha,
s of the 4-H Clubgers from 48 states
ongress in Chicago.

SIANWICK

Weather
KENTUCKY • Cloudy, mild,
Mowers and thunderstorms
today. Highest 60. Cloudy.
windy,. colder tonight. Lowest 30. Tomorrow
partly
cloudy and colder. Highest
middle 30's.

Gaylon Thurman, Jr.
Find Term
Burrem, Parker
Served Four Years
(picture unavailable)
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al our reader*.
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IT COULD HAPPEN HERE
In fess than thirty

minutes last Saturday evening at

5:30 o'clock thirty one persons lost their lives, more than
a hundred, were hospitalized and property loss amounted
to more than 25 million dollars when a tornado struck
the business district of Vicksburg, Mississippi.
All of the bodies nad not been recovered twenty-four
teen-age children were being 'rescued

hours later and
P
tI

from the ruins of a moving picture theatre where

they

—bad -g*u4e—to -14ee ,4 be- Saturday Are.stern.s.This tragedy

in

Mississippi should

serve to forcibly,

impress US with the urgent need of a Civil Defense

Unit

in Murray.
Such a unit would exist for the primary porpose of
work - in case of an atomic bomb_ attack, but it
would also serve in case of a tornado, or other catas-

relief

trophe.
Another thing we should consider

is that tornadoes

have been striking in virgin territory in the last two or
three years.
There was a time when storms were expected to strike
only in well-known regions, but those of the recent. past
are not only striking in territory that has never before
experienced storms, but they have also been much more
destructive.

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE
Re g. US. P.it Off
canc.-rued," he asserted, "and that
B y OSCAR FEALF1
Penn team was equally rough as
United Praia Sputa Writer
I far as *the day we , met them is
NEW YORK. Dee. 9. IP- Johnny'ci.ncerned. Iowa was -up for us
Lattner, everybody's all-American! and played real good, but I wouldhalfback from Notre Dame, figures, n't say tney weie the toughest.
he is a -very lucky guy.''
Big John's next football will be
On hand to receive the Reisman in the East-West Shrine game at
Memorial Award as the outstand- San Francisco on Jan. 2 and he's
ing college football player of 1953 "tickled" that Notre Dame tackle
the big fellow with the Huckle- Art Hunter will be playing in
berry Finn grin and the ham-like front of him.
hands, proved himself a tower of
-Art is 6 feet, 4 and 245. pounds,
competent modesty.
he chuckled. "I just keep my
"1 figure I'm lucky to win an eyes On tugs and stay safely beaward like this because after mak- hind him. He's a great bail player
mg a lot of All-Americas 1..st ye.a and so is Neil Worden. who VAII
-I was afraid I'd oe a bust this go to the coast with us. Having a
year." her'said. "I'm lucky to beat guy Itke Hunter in front of you
out Paul Giel of Minnesota, who also comes, under the heading of
,s a really wonderful footboll play- being lucky."
And I'm lucky to have all my
But Notre Dame can count it:runt teeth."
self lucky. too. After all. Johnny
That last, in itself, is s tremen- almost went to Michigan.
dous accomplishment for a Notre
Dame football player.
Not too far back Creighton Miller• anther great Notre Dame
back, summed' it all up when he
efleeted:

Altnutpor Club:nod

"We didn't really consater ourselves varsity men at Notie Dan.e
until we had a few front teeth
knocked °W. That's the wax- we
scrimmaged. Why; one fellow lost
Pus partial plate in scrimmage 'on
the day he was going to propose
to Ins visiting girl friend. He spenthalf the night out
thi practice
field a ith a flashlight lookireg for
the teeth."

Some progress has already been made towards organizing a Civil Defense Unit here. ‘Ve hope efforts
nut. while times ,nry
have
will be immediately renewed and that the organization changed a bit at Notre Dame
where. Latt:aa- explained
they
can be functioning soon.
now use rubber teeth guaids like
boxers, the calibre of their men
nasal. Lattner. all 6 Net. 2 inches
and 195 p,unds of him, is a real
All-Arnerican.

PAUt GOIDHAGEN (top), 21, and
Stuart Deutch (bottom), 27, were
seized by military policemen after
they attempted to robs small bank
branch on Governors Island, N.Y,
and escape by ferryboat to Manhattan. The attempted robbery
scene was about 300 feet from the
Fort Jay post fiance office where
a 1500.000 payroll was under
guard.Deutch bad been until January, 1953, a soldier on the base.

December 4, 195.3
The twelveth month of the year
seems to be passing by faster
than any of the other eleven months of the year.
The writer has always looked
forward to the month of December. with the many pleasant memories and good times at this 'time
of the year. Although there - has
been sadness at this time of the
year also.
A
wonderful Chzistinas
Day
back in 1929, the children that
were married gathered at mothers
and ,dads, Mr. and Mrs. Tam Parker's home near Providence, on
Route 5, for the usual Caristmas
dinner. It seemed. like an unusual
happy time for us that day and
as we left for our homes at the
ending of the day, we did not
know we would te called back
before bedtime. Dad passed away
before any of us got there
There will be many home comings this Christmas with an absent one for the first Christmas.
Shit God does not promise joy
without sadness or life without
pain.
Lets make ourselves happier by
making some one else happy this
month.
There have been several different activities at the Cherry Corner Church recently. Several people - Intended the mission study
forathe W.M.U. and the other orfganizations. Friday Light, November 27, at the church.
Rev. Lon Outland taught the
book for the W.M S. Rev. Garnett
Moss taught the book for the Y.M.A. group and an ex-R.A., Charles
Wilkerson. taught the book for
the Intermediate G.A.'s and A.A.'s.
and also for the junior R.A.
Mrs. Charles Wilkerson and Mrs.
Ofus Outland taught the book,
-My Two Countries," to the Juni!
or GA..;.
Those on the refreshm,nt corn-

man. Mrs. Roy Lassiter, and Mrs.
i.ind Mrs. Dyrus StubbleMrs. Jimmie • Rickmit,gvNeinr. East St. Louis are visitfield of
Jessie Hill3min. They served cook- e
ies and hot chocolate to the group. ing Mis. Grace Stubblefield and
•
aid Mrs. Cassel Garrison and
A film was shown that night,
Moon" family.
concei ning
the "Lottie
Lucille Farris hail as hr
oii
Christmas offering and its great
g
•
ecelitly. her aunt lot
work.
Alabama. Rayfora Henley
m
Rev.,Moss delivered an interest- inghiani,
and Mrs.
ing message last Sunda,:a using
scripture II OM M.,rk 5:20 through and Ray are in Louisville, Ky,
,
43, about the two people who came this week on business.
to Jesus.
Mrs. Nola • Parker spert a part
Mrs. Garnett Moss spent a part of last week with
Mr. and Mrs
of the Thanksgiving holiaays in Nacioleon.
Parker and Kenneth -Ind
Murray and attended church at
helped quilt.
Cherry Currier. She also attended
the mission book study Friday
—ADDLINI

['HESE WOMEN

Victor Matt
a lieutenan
engineers
Brigade,"
C
toem
no
trurow
yfio
:
Theatre,- -

By d'Alessio

ilAt'Amee

One

displays a

Flowers, f

Casual Di

Tumblers,

"Oh, give her any

excuse ..

tell

something!"

her I'm busy, or

kets, Pottt

Tallies, P

and many

30
V

.
1:E IS NOT TAXI;i:77 ANY ClIANCES

He proved that as In comphnazted
oppi,nerits.
-Gael is a really great back,"
he said in obvious wonderment
that he was selected over ets
Minnesota man. -Why, i.e had a
backfield which ,was about equal,
man for man. When we had a bad
day. Till Or ue aKared the blame.
110140•0
'
Vitien Minna-iota had a bad day.
Giel took the blame."
L
21-year-old
The
Lattner. an
ARTHUR J. itliTMEYER, former SoROTC student expe,Ung to spend
cial Security Administrator, de..
two years in the Air Corps -be- rues to a House subcommittee, in
fore .1 inve professilinal fe.otball 3 Washington, studying Social Setry." also
praise,' low i's Cal runty, that he had refused to tesJones. a tackle; as the mi.n who tify voluntarily He said he would
-racked me up the hardest" this have been glad to appear but that
the coMmittee had refused to inform him what specific matters it
But. •Ithaugh Iowa tie
, Notre
wished him to discuss. Altmeyee
Dame, he wouldn't peg the Hawkhas maintained (hid the subcomeyes as _Oar toughest te..rn Notre
mittee's hearings are aimed at
Dame played.
breaking" the Social Security
-Oklah 'ma was, as fa•L
(International)
em
program.
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WHERE 'BIG THREE' WILL CONFER

Cot
ALLAN RICE IS NOT GUARDING the money at the Ingtewc., Federal
.ad
Savings and Loan /association but Intends Da sleep in front of the
bank's vault for the night. Warring factions are fighting for control
of the firm and United States Judge Ernest A Tolin said that he will
name a conservator to operate the 130.500 000 banking concern until
the dispute is settled. Meanwhile, former officials. like Rice. ousted as
treasurer. are *-141eine out" on every Palnr of the assoriation's
bulklin&

aele

mr •

FOUR DIE IN ARIZONA PLANE CRASH

INIew bodge loyal V•11 4.0oor Sodom

51;

Road Test the Elegant New Action Car
that Shattered 196 Records for Performance, Stamina and Endurance!
Here's the car that prores what others just promise ...
clinches what pthers claim! Come see and drive the new\
'54 Dodge that rewrote the official AAA' record book
on the Bonneville Salt Flats.
You will discover the flashing breakaway acce!eration of4elvet-smooth PowerFlite—newest, smoothest,
most powerful automatic transmission.
'You will experience the matchless steering Page of
full-time Power Steering that lets you drive with bus
effort,

lees

motion—keeps the "feel of the wheel."

You will feel the surging power of the Red Ram V-8
engine—economy winner over all 8's in the famous
Mobilgas Economy Run—now stepped up to 150-h.p.
No other car on the road today con match the official
pc/forma(' record established by the new '5; Dodge
with Red Ram •I50 V-It engine, Poieei,rlite fully-automatic transmission and full-time Power Steering!
Road Test the one new car that gives you proof of
performance far ahead of its field. 3 great Series: Royal
V-8. Coronet V-8 and 6. Meadowbrook V-8 and 6.

Pho

tr"..

More To It—Moro In It—Moro Of It!

we

4

N
THESE MEN LOOK OVER some of the wreckage of the 13-47 bomber that
crashed pear Tucson, Ariz., killing all four crew members. The bomber
was cm a flight from the Davis-Morithan Air Force Base when sighted'
seconds later
over Tucson w:!h smoke coming out of the Wane. few
It exploded and fell into the mountains, east of the city. The wreckage
4°A
(International &dandy/1,
-was s.oread over a mile-wide area.

PRESIDENT DWIGHT 0 EISENHOWER, Prime Mint'
-ter Winston Churchill
of Britain, and Premier Joseph Laniel of France, are scheduled to
meet at the Mid-Ocean Club in Hamilton, Bermuda, December 4 to 8.
At top is the private sitting room reserved for the use of Presidert
Eaer.hovver. Below is the veranda of the 1.1ia-Oca'arrelub. It oi.erlooks the club's 18-h4s golf coup!.
(international Sound,photos)..

Powernite

Power Steering

Red Ram V-8

no
clutch, no lag or hesitation, no jolt or jerk.

Full-Ttmf
takes more
of the work out leaves
aU the pleasure in!

Full of Pou'-r' the most
efficient engine in any
American car.

*Jr
fit
V;
.
01

"This Arnerlcan Aittornabile Association is the tvp.eme
avntority on Ainer,con perforrnonc• records. Pawerflite
and tell lams Power Steering are ophonal ecia•iprrient.
Soerilcat,ons. el.romon• and prim5 subt•c/ Is cAnove

"%ogee.
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TAYLOR MOTOR CO.
301 S. 4th Street.

Phone 1000
SEM.
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Gabor Sisters
Open In
Las Vegas

BER 9, 1953
Mrs. Dyrus Stubblet St Louis' are vtsIt.
race Stubblefield and
i. Cassel Garrison and
.le Farris har0.1 as h_er
ly, her aunt.--OTBerM,bama.
Mrs. Hayford Henry
re in Louisville, Ky.
business.
Parker spert a part
k with Mr. and Mrs
irker and Kenneth ind

By d'Alessio

THE

LEDGER & MIES, MT'RRAY, KENTUCKY

PALM 41181111

with the Last Frontier Hotel in
Itaff WO.
Las Vegas for a two-weeks en?WA WO!
PIel
WAWA ASA R:Ff MOC-grlf
gagement beginning Dec. 28 when
she was interviewed in her New
York apartment. Magda i4 the last
of the Hungarian-born beauties to
join show business ranks, but now
she
too
is "hopelessly
stage
struck."
Because a visit with any of the
31t
three Gabor sisters is an expert.'
By ELIZABETH TOOMEY
ence no one should miss, here is
United Press Stan Correspondent the story of this newest
venture
NEW YORK an - The Gabor as she told it, seated
in her thickgirls, Magda, Eva and Zsa Zsa, ly-carpete
d, heavily draped living
open this month as a night club room. A huge oil
portrait of the
act in'Las Vegas with a I've-figure three sisters hung
A
on a wall nearVictor Mature is starred as salary and two vital clauses in by.
a lieutenant of the combat their contract.
"It is the most excL
i
ritri
ig
A
engineers in "The Glory They will not be referred to as that has happened to us, this conBrigade," new Twentieth a sister act. And clau.e No. 2, tract," began Magda, who deA
Century-Fox drama starting everything is divided equally- scribes herself as "the most quiet"
A
tomorrow at the Varsity songs, dances, lines, curtain calls, of the three. "We signed the conbilling and, naturally, money.
tract right here in this living
Theatre.
Magda revealed their contract room, darling. You are the first
A
to know about it.
MOilWitfgAittA getl
iNAMAIKOMMIWANCAll "Now, in just a few weeks, we
all must learn to sing and dance.
Eva and I are taking a singing
Treasured Gifts From
lesson this afternoon. We phoned
Zsa Zsa in Hollywood and ' instructed her we wore startIng today, so she might as will start
too.
A
"The three of us together will
For
be paid more than anybody ever
got for a night club act. No, darling, I can't tell you exactly how
much. But it is very much more
than $15,000 a week.
' We've sure-success gifts for everybody you're thinking of this Christmas...
"I was the one who sort of got
fulfillments
a
us all together to do this. It began
when we worked together on the
Martha Rays television shcw. Never before had we worked all to- IE.
;
gether. We were so professional,
really, everyone thought there 11/11
would be fireworks. But we were . 111
One of The Largest Selection In The South
the spot...
very nice-until the next day.
Farris extend you a special invitation to see their
Then none of us was speaking to
A
the other.
displays of Christmas Gifts.
sig
i
t
.
vemonvevommuconimpipippovvveivvvvvirivimegiovoci
"For me, especially, it is wonocimgiocivogiogiogiugivemit.pvgiew.v.i...ovimpai
imemmiciumanvimi.ovvimmigigicimmummiwg.10
derful. Only seven months ago I
Flowers, Plants, Cut Evergreen, Wreaths, China
went on the stage first. It was
and
Sheatre-,in-the-round. but I didn't
I
Casual Dinnerware, Crystal Stemware and Modern
know>>.dsq,s.re from round then.
GLOVES
Now I am happy when I am on
Tumblers, Brass, Wrought Iron, Pine Articles,
the stage."
Bas.__Vt
Magda promises they won't arkets, Pottery, Christmas Cards, Place Cards, Bridge
I
From $1.95
• 4,--‘
t0
.
•'
gue over whose name comes first i
2
in the billing-so long as each
Tallies, Paper Napkins, Candles, Gift Wrappin
Cr.
A
g, is lettered
..-...;:,,..8
equally higher.
and many other things from all over the
'
0.
-world, at
QUICK REACTION

- -

1/11101111A
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Farris'

(14 s

of thousand dreams. Fashion gifts for ladies... gifts for home
and hobby...
And Yule shopping need be no nightmare for
you. Find the present perfect for every name on your list in one store, on one
trip. Our counters are brimming with bright ideas and we've hired extra salespeople to make it short and sweet. Have your gifts wrapped on
festively and free!
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FARRIS FLORIST
301-303 Main St., Clarksville, Tenn.
V Open 7:30 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Closed on

CALCUTTA, India SP-Members
of the Legislature of Sikkim ;tate
In the remote Himalayas were invited to see a film in the first
movie theater ever opened in
Gangtok, the capital.
They promptly introduced a resolution in the Legislature calling 1
for the theater to be closed for 10
years as a "menace -to innocent

Sunday

Up Town_Highway 41 Going North
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Purses
From $2.95 to $14.95
ii.E.pgiviegigiveg.m.r.mcw.pc.t.p.mmecycw.r..m.,..vit.r.r.r.mg.momi.g.gii.m...
From $1.00 to

$5.95
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Only a Few More Days Left-Every Car and Truck
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Come in and see me today.

We have the most complete

selection we have had this year.
V.
V..:
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With heater

•••

with License & Tax paid
Nothing else to buy

.
These are brand new cars right off of the haulaway
Come in Today

.-

Phone 404

MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.
605 MAIN STREET

PHONE 1'70
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NYLON GOWNS
From $6.95
to $19.95
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LINEN

BRIDGE SETS
and LUNCHEON SETS
From $3.98 to $7.95

LINEN TABLE CLOTHS
With Napkins
From $10.95 to $29.95

TOWEL SETS
From $2.98 to $4.95
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Club News
Weddings Locals

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 1150-M

Wednesday, December 9
The home of Mrs Ethel Ward
The Harris Grove Homemakers
on Poplar Street was the scene of Club will meet with Mrs. Bill
the mission study held by the Wrather at ten o'clock.
Blueness Women's Circle of thei
• • • •
Woman's Missionary Society of the
The Arts and Crafts Club will
First Baptist Church on Monday have its Christmas party at the
evening.
home of Mrs. Taz Miller at two.
Mrs. George Upchurch and Mrs. thirty o'clock.

en
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Sykes

at

auc-thirty

• • • •

A elm on the mission work
made possible through the Lottie
Christmas
offering
was
Moon
shown by Mrs. Eugene Shipley.
The eighteen members present
enjoyed a buffet supper served
by Mrs Ward assisted by her sisSaturday, December 12
The Young Matrons Circle of
ter, Miss Bettie T1. ,17-a,-.11.
Mrs. D. F. McConnell will prethe WMS of the Memorial Bap.- .st Church will meet at the sent her students in their annual
Christmas recital and party at
-;hurch at seven-thirty o'clock.
• . • •
her home. 804 Olive, at sevenWoodmen Circle Grove 1211- will thirty o'clock. Parents and friends
hold Its Christmas dinner at the are invited to attend.
•• •
Woman's Chita !loose at six-thirty
I o'clock. Each member is to bring
a fifty cent gift for excnange and
a covered dish.
• ••
, The Wesleyan Circle of First
1Methodist Church will have a
The a onian's Missionary Society
potlur.k supper at the home of
of the Memorial Baptist Church

IIPAA WtP.
A

Dick

The Five Point Mission Circle
will meet wan Mrs. F.. E. Smith.
629 Broad Street at three o'clock.
•••
The Eastern Star chapter will
have a Bazaar in the Boone Build••
ing
beginning
eight-uurty
at
o'clock In the morning. Members
Thursday. December 10
The Cora Graves Circle will are asked to bring items.
• ••
meet with idiss Grace Wyatt at
seven-thirty o'clock. Members note
Friday, December 11
Two numemakers clubs will
change In date.
• • • •
meet at ten o'clock. They are
The South Murray Homemakers North Mui ay w.th Mrs. Fred
Club will meet with Mrs. ou,
s Gingles ana West Hazel a ith 2drs.
Otto Erwin.
Brown at one-thirty o'clock.
•
• • • •
• •

Luther Dunn reviewed the misListen'',
sion study hoc*. "Lets
which was very interestingly given.

th

Mrs

l gram

Cherry Corner Woman's
Missionary Society
Has Special Meeting

\.,Jessie Ludwick Circle
I Has Meet With Mrs.
Activities Ada Hubbard Hostess

WOMEN'S PAGE
Mission Study Is Held
At Home Of Mrs. Ward
By Missionary Circle

morrucia.

The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Filet Baptist Baptist Church
observed the annual week of prayer for foreign missions with special meetings being held during the
past week.
Mrs Pat Hackett, genet is! program chairman, was in charge
of the meetings held on Wednesday. Thursday and Frelay afternoons at the chinch. "We Have
Seen His SUL- was the theme of
the program.
A special film on the work
made possible by the Lottie Moon
foreign mission affering was shown
by Mr.. Frank Derrick, Bapt,st
Union secretary, at the meeting
MIL'ea ay.

pastor, Rev. Orval Austin, and his
father-in-law. Mr. Weaver.
Mrs. f3. F. Scherfflus, chairman
of the circle, called the meeting
to order and asked the group to
stand and repeat The Lora's Prayer in unison.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
CharlieCrawford who reviewed
the devotions she has given thrlughout the entire year. A vote of
thanks was extended Mrs Crawford for her untiring work.
A Christmas leading was given
by Mrs. Ada Hubbard. The program was given on the theme,
"How Other Countries Celebrate
Christmas." An interesting Bible
contest was conducted by Wt.
Scherffius.
The members exchanged gifts
at the close of the program after
which the group sang one verse
of "Blest Be The Tie That Binds"
and closed with Mizpah benediction.

PERSONALS

bers.

A special' solo, "Wnisper A
Prayer", was swig by Mn. Jimmy
!batman. MIS. Castle Garrison,
Pianist. ployed the song. I Gave
My Life For Thee", while each
member marched forward to the
church altar and placed her offering to the Lottie Moon Christmas
offering in a collection plioa h„o*ced beside the open Bible indicating the thought, "Give That Others

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
An inspiring day was spent by
the College Presbyterian Church
Woman's Missionary Society
met Monday in the home of Mrs.. the
of the Cherry Corner Baptist
/ E. A. Tucker with Mrs. Ada
Church when the group met for
Hubbard as hostess.
day meeting on Friday at
A bountiful covered dish lunzh- an all
eon was served at twelve-thirty the church to observe the week of
o'clock to the ten members,. the prayer for fbreign 'Missions.

First Baptist WMS Has
Meetings To Observe
The Week Of Prayer

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 9, 1953
(
eve& given by several memA baby daughter, Wanda Yvonne, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
James Max Puckett of Dexter at
the Murray Hospital Sunday, December 6. The baby weighed seven pounds seven ounces.

Mr. and Mrs. 011ie James Jones
of Benton Route Five are the parents of a daughter, Norma Kay,
Might Know Christ"
The special program was conThe group .a oyed a deli -; ae weighing six pounds thirteen ounducted by Mrs. Lon Outland an0 potluck luncheon el NIS Mil ces, born at the Murray Hospital
Sunday. December 6.
Mrs. Jimmy Rickman. Special hour.
songs sung for the day were "Jay
To The World" and The Kingdom Is Coming."

Read foday's Classified Ads

ususialcutissasseamassistioratirallai

Mrs. Lon Outland gave the introduction on the theme for the
day entitled "We Have Seen His
Star." The opening prayet was led
by Mrs. James darland and the
devotion was given by Mrs. Lester Workman. Parts of the pro.

The mission study book, "Let's
Listen, was taught at the all day
meeting held by the four day
circles at the church on Tuesday. The mission study chairman,
Mrs. George Upchurch. was in
charge of the meeting and with
assisted by Mrs. R. H. Falwell
Mrs. Billie Melatei who has been
and Mrs. Ben. B. Keys. A covered
serieusly ill is improvinz at her
dish h.rncheon was served.
iwine on the Benton Road.
• • • •
Mrs. Eugene Shipley taught the
th,
to
Countries',
book, "My Two
Mr. and Mrs. Coil Dunn of ParRoyal Ambassadors at the home ma. Idaho. are visiting hi relaof Mrs. Eugene Tarry on Tu2s- tives ahd friends in Murray.
day. Miss Ruth Douglas taught is Mrs, Donna first visit to Murheld special meetings last Wed- !the same book to the Junior Girls' ray and Mr. Dunn's first visit in
nesday and Thursday afternoons Auxiliary and the Five Points Mrs- thirteen years. They %%ere accom•PJP *PJP
*PJP
at the church In obeervance of ' sion Junior Girls' auxiliary at the panied by Mr. and Mrs. Denali
the week of prayer' for foreign rStudent Center.
Wilson who are also visiting relamissions.
"As Others See Ls" was the tives and friends here.
Intermediate
• • • •
to
the
book taught
Mn. Noel Melugin was in chaege
Boys and Girls. Miss Jean Puckett , Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur CI:dr Clouof the program Wednesday on the taught the girls and Mr. Glenn
ser of Lynn Grove are the parents
subject, "His Star Overcoming Igleheart the boys.
of a son, John Randal, born at
Godles.s Communism." Those takthe Murray Hospital Saturday,
ing part were Mrs. Hugh M. NicMrs. Allen McCoy was in charge
December 5. The baby weighed
Eirath. Mrs. C. J. Bradley and of the Sunbeam study for the
seven pounds nine oun&s.
aannalennidellablaildinklennikanind
Mrs. Voris Sanderson.
First Church and the Five Point
Fur the Thursday meeting Mis. Mission little boys and girls. "SunGuaranteed --id Revatred.
C4itt, Wilkerson wai la charge beam Sandals" was the title of
OffilOYS for Osri
and the theme was "The Star Of the Sunbeam book.
Zbiea-Crensent.;:- • Ana ISSW4414.116- -44,4614
as
given by Mrs. S. E. Byler followed
Dr. and Mrs. James Coleman
--E--1 P kRKER'S
by the group stinging "Jay To The Hart, 101 NOrth Eighth Street
Murray's Oldest
World.- Program parts were pre- Murray, announce the birth of a
Since 1396
—
E. sented by Mrs. Hendee Junes, Mrs. daughter born at the Murray Neu..=
Voris Sanderson and Mrs. Hugh pit..1 Sunday, December 6. The
Rime] Albert Parker. Mgr.11
2d. McElrath. The meeting clos- Little girl weighed eight pounds
i ed with the singing of the hymn. fourteen ounces and has been
'Parker's Jewelry Pleas,.,•
-S:11'nt Night."
named Nancy Rhea.
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Presenting the mighty aristocrat
oflight-dutytrucks—

the 1954 MC

CALLO'A'AY MANUFACTURING-CO

1961 01.D
coupe, ra
two tone,
Beige top
Son Used
phone 314

L(
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$4.50 & $5.95
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THEY USED BULLDOZERS LiKE BAZOOKAS..

Mrs. Noel Melugin and
Mrs. Cate Wilkerson
Charge Of Programs

In Tan & Red
In Black
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Labor Troubles Can Be Serious
ANN COI.

The following excerpts were taken from the Nashville
Tennessean this week with reference to labor trouble in
Humboldt, Tennessee, a town only 73 miles from Murray.
• la
"Three aerial flash bombs boomed, two of them in a
neighborhood where non-strikers reside, police said,
routing scores of startled citizens from their pre-dawn
sleep.
"The brace of the bombs exploded near the home of
Clarence Manasco, a non-striker. His home was hit by
three blasts of shotgun fire last Sunday.
Jaeir
"A preliminary hearing has been set for Thursday
morning for three workers of the mill who are charged
with assault and battery on Bennie Smith, a worker at
the mill. Smith swore out warrants for their arrest after
what he described as a beating he received from Walter
Rainey Saturday while the other two held him."
Humboldt is a town similar to Murray and Humboldt
Full Fashioned Hosiery Mill is not too different from the
Calloway Manufacturing Company. We do not say
these things would happen here; but they happened in
The employees of Calloway Manufacturing Company
can demonstrate their loyalty to their company and avoid
any possibility of labor disturbances by voting NO (X)
in the secret N.L.R.B. election on December 16, 1953.
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11111C's MUSKY NEW STAMM PICKUP, powered with 125-horsepower engine—most powerful standard sir in the field. A de luxe model with chrome grille and- trim, two-tone
exterior paint and cab rear corner windows is available at extra cost.

is the most extraordinary light-duty
HERE
truck ever built.

capacious model. Its tail gate is grain-tight --

It has the sinart styling of a fine passenger car
to give its owners distinction and prestige.

The dials on its handsome instrument panel are
clustered. They can he read at one swift glance
through the open top-half of a smart tri-spoke
wheel.

A sweeping grille of modern design — a panoramic one-piece windshield—two-tone interiors
with harmonizing upholstery— these arc some
of the luxury features that will make you proud
to he seen in it.
But its practical side — its capacity for work —
is even more exceptional.
It hasn't just more power than any truck in it*
class. It has a whopping 125-horsepower engine —
more powerful than many trucks with a two-ton

CALL001{ MANUFACTURING CO.
A. S. QUINTER, Pres.
PAUL B. GHOLSON,Sec.-Treas.

aerie
,

rating.

and stied-tight.

And—a truck feature pioneered by GMC—it
offers the driversitsing, moncysasing advantages of Truck Hydra-Matic Drive•.
One final and surprising point. Thc price of the
GNIC, %slue for value, is unsurpassed anywlkirii
on the truck market.
That's the story. The next move is yours. Come
in and see "the world's most modern truck."
And— make it soon. •Otrional at txtra roil

j
9modern truck!
MAIN STREET MOTORS

The Pickup—one of 19 models—has a box that
holds up to 11 more cubic feet than last year's
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IERSONALS

iy daughter, Wanda Yvoni born to Mr. and Mrs.
Max Puckett of Dexter at
rray Hospital Sunday, De6. The baby weighed sayads seven ounces.
• • • •

nd Mrs. 011ie James Jones
on Route Five are the pare daughter, Norma Kay,
g six pounds thirteen ow'-n at the Murray Hospital
December 6.

ified Ads
imporiversiermigiewors
'HURSDAY
and FRI.
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DECEMBER 9, 1953
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RAGE

Lost and Found
1950 MERCURY 4-DOOrt WITH Wilson and 54.0, cited elscii. 708 W.
radio and heater. Gas saving over- Main, phone 314.
d9c
drive. Hills Used Cars. Call 589,
1992
FORD
2
-DOOR
WMI
RADIO
110
North
4th.
1961 OLDSMOBILE 98 HOLIDAY
ltp
and heater. A sharp peppy car.
coupe, radio, heater, hydramatic
FOR SALE-FARM, ONE OF THE See it at Hills Used Car Lot, call
two tone, with green bottcm and
better farms of Henry County, 589:110 North 4th.
Hp
Beige top, real nice. Wilson and
114 acres of land, nice home, runSon Used Cara
700 W. Main, ning water
in house, 220-velt seiv- GIRL'S LARGE SIZE BICYCLE
phone 314.
.ce. telephone. Plenty of buildings, for sale, In good condition. Will
good stock barn, tobacco barn, sell reasonably. See at Jesse Mclira° CHEVROLET 4-DOOR WITH two tenant houses. Located one Kinney's home, 601 Sycamore St.,
d9c
radio and heater. Lots of easy go- mile north of Puryear, Tenn., and or call 787-W.
ing miles on this one. Hills Used known -as the Dobbins farm. Lib1950 BUICK 2 DOOR SPECIAL,
Cars, 110 North 4th. phone 589.
eral terms if desired. Write or
low mileage. With lots el extras.
(ltpi contact L. W. Whitfield, 312 N Wilson
and Son Used Cars, 700
College Street, Paris, Tenn.
dllp W. Main, phone 314.
d9c

surface street. Well located and
priced cheap. Call Murray Land
Co., phone 1082, W. C. - Hays at
LOST-A LITTLE BOYS SMAL1
547-J, or Claude Miller bt 1068.*
NOTICE - APPROXIMATELY 40 black and white puppy. If found
dlOc
cars to choose ffom at Wilson and please call Paul Gargus at 9024
dile
Son Used Cars, located at 700 W
FOR SALE - - 1934
sport coupe. Good condition. One Main. They are over loaded with
LOST-ON CONCORD HIGHWAY
22 foot house boat with FO horse- good used car values, and some
white faced heifer, weighing about
power marine engine, fully equir • of them must move. So zo oy to300 lbs. Call- 1292 or notify J. D
ped. Also one bantam speed Seek day lor your used car.
a9c
Downs if seen.
diOL
has never been used. Will sell all
COMMUNITY WASHING ETTE
three reasonable
If interested.
call 1200-J and make me an offer, 306 So, 15th St., will appreciate
your patronage. We will do your
d lip
washing or you can wash.
dlOp
FOR SALE-ONE OF THE BEST
FOR RENT - 3 ROOM APART160-acre farms in Calloway Court- I WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE ment Private entrance and bath
for any debts ineurred by my
FOR SALE - 3744 ACRE DAIRY FOR SALE-MAJOR OIL COM- HAVE 6 1949 and 1950 FORDS. ty, located
within 4I+2 miles of
Phone 672 or 1556.
tf(
wife, Mrs._ Barbara
farm with cows. grade A milk pany service Station al.ailable, Some of them are very nice. Wil- Murray.
Wilkinson Three sets of butklings,
son and son Used Cars, 700 W. all in good
King, on or after this qate.-Mac APARTMENT FOR RENT, FOUR
house, loafing barn, '49 model excellent location. Donig
good
condition, Shown by
Main, phone 314.
Ford tractor and equipment, good business. Phone 368
Wayne King.
rooms and bath, newly decorated
d9c appointment only. Call
days 1160-16
Murray
automatic heat, private entrance
tobacco barn, 1.9 acre tobacco base. nights.
dllc FOR SALE - A GOOD 18 ROOM Land Co., 1062, W. C. Hays at
HERE'S AN UNUSUAL
Will sell all together or seperately.
1111 Olive St.. phone 4274 alter
547-J,
or
Claude
Miller
1068.
dille
!Muse located near the CoLlege
OPPORTUNITY FOR
5 p.m.
Possession Jan. 1st. Haman Coles FOR SALE-WE HAVE THE EX.'
dlOp
Campus. has $174.00 per month THREE .tEAL NICE USED
THE RIGHT MAN ,
at Midway.
PICKdllp act copy of our Faunal] /factor in,
ome plus living quarters. You
FOR
RENT-NICE
UNFURNISHin the riding size toy for children
up trucks. 1953 Dodge ke ton, New tractors and machinery are
With trailer if desired. A durable should investigate the possibilities 1951 Chevrolet ia ton, and 1961 constantly being added to our ed apartment 4 rooms, private
of this nice home and the price is
toy and one to make any child
Dodge IS ton. Wilson and SOD Allis-Chalmers line of farm equip- bath. North 4th St. Mason Ross,
only 99500.00. Tuckei Real Estate
dlOc
happy for Christmas. Your I-H
Used Cars, 700 W. Main, phone ment. We need another salesman Ross Feed Co.
Agency, 502 Maple St p'.
. one 483. 314.
Omar - Planters Tractor and
ci9e to take full advantage of its in- FOR hE;IT - 4 ROOM APART1
c
7!.'• Jealient Company.
012c
creasing popularity and help us ment downstairs. Newly decorated
FOR SALE - NICE 5 ROOM
handle our growing volume of Adults only. 414 No, 8th Street.
1951 CHEVROLET, WHITEWALL
house well located. G.I. loan transMANY, MANY EXCEI_LENT
business.
tires, radio and heater. A best buy.
See Wayne Flora, Sheriff's office.
ferrable. This property is priced
used cars to chose from at Hill's
It's a real .ppportunity for the
Hills Used Cars, 110 North 4th,
dl Ii
reasonable,
Used Car Lot. Come in, pick your
Murray
Land
Co.,
right man to better himself localphone 589.
Itp phone
1062, W. C. Hays phone ly-yet
car. Here are some good cars!
receive the benefit of pro1949 FORD-REAL SHARP CAR
547-J, or Claude Miller phone
Cheap! '48 Chevrolet, '43 Buick
fessional training. The one we sewith radio and heater. Come in!
1048.
506 West Main
*48 Nash, '41 Ford. '41 CI-'evrolet,
dlOc lect will get a week's sales trainSee it today! Hill's Used Cars, 110
phone 589, 110 North 4th
Itp
Phone 1180
North 4th, phone 589.
lip FOR SALE-GENERAL MERCH- ing by factory experts-and get WANTED TO RENT - NICE 2
bedroom licuse in high school
andise store at New CoLcerd, Ky. paid while attending this school.
1951 OLDSMOBILE 88 ONE 2
MURRAY, KY.
FOR SALE - A GOOD 65 ACRE
Check on every item in our line. district. Also want to rent one
Near High School and lake, on
IS
`Ir and nt." "
T
""
well
"
-be° farm,
improved.
three bedroom Louse in college
Located black top. Five
rooms upstairs Compare teem in value and price
within three miles of Murray, has with
Answer to Yesterday's eusal•
bath, hot and cold water, with any other. Find out why seLtion. Ca.: Murray Land Com1 5 acres dark fired tobacco base.
ROSSWORD PUZZLE
dlOc
shower and wasfungette in full Allis-Chalmers equipment is gain- pany, phone 1062.
This farm is a real bargain at
ISPOR9S UIRM014111
12-Edible fish
ACROSS
.sized basement. Entire building mg rapidly in popularity among
14-Angry tirade
$6800.150. Tucker Real Estate Agen- ivith
=AIM aiMUUMN
gas heat. Complete line of farmers.
1-More eeinwrate
MI-Planet
07 Itela NOWAO
cy, 502 Maple St., phone 483.
lc general
See us now if you are interest7-River In
27-Colleg• chei
re A
merchandise plus meat
MOVTIFe. 0M5
Ragland
38-Whiter v.htel•
40-Bitter vetch
TO
FOR SALE-A GOOD MODERN case, slicer, ice cream and drink ed in telling to this expanding
2-Cylindrical
41-Drawing room
4-8.n14-An antiseptic
99(401031A
Wq..712M11
5 room home, nice garage and boxes, cash register, adding ma- market
lb-Printer's
43-Reaort
ALLIS-CHALMERS
11.141141.4144
4*-Land measure
utility room combined. Ideally lo- chine, two scales and gas Pumlut
41-Round pieces
54-0Ian.
=HO QUi112101i1
Sides and Service
cated for both high school and Excellent business but selling becontainers
of candy
ir
RRIS Ar1119
CONNER IMPLEMENT CO. d9c
47-Part of -to be"
1S-1tymboi fur
Murray State College. On hard cause of death of owner. See Mrs.
cerium
41-Spin
1014 MOM IJUM
Ruth Weeks at New Concord. dllp
60- Db.tine ulsh tng
surface
HI-Vessel
street.
This
lovely
little
MO OUR EM4 00
qua,ity
31-21e1a1 fasteners
home has a FHA. loan. Monthly
MILflii =31:1:11E
62-Pieces of
22-Knock
FOR SALE-OILHEATEP GOOD
meadow
ROUUMN RIDWAINN
12-Cut
payments only $31.03 per month
condition, also two 50-gal, oil
16-Thengs, In law
63-Agrees to
including
taxes and insurance. The
a-Unite
3-ChnJunctIon
drums. Priced $25.00. Call 283-W, WANTED TO BUY - USED
DOWN
horseg
price
of
this home is only $5000.00.
4-Spider's
or see at 405 S I;th St.
RI-hailed out
network
dlOe horse aaddle. Call 1031 after 5
A small down payment and trans1-Walke
/$O-Afternoon
school
g-Pnallsh
2-Citrus fruit
parties
lp
p.m.
fer the F.H.A. loan. Tucker Real FOR SALE - NEW
3- ii••Ids hark
SI-Merit
(pi
DOMESTIC
7-cash drawees
Estate Agency. 502 Maple St., portable sewing machine,
1-Darden
with at• • • impbewirwese • -•
paw 41 -• -••••••
. II
'
. *415
• 1.. V
.4
4.. g -.
lc taehmpv,...Q.41 470,, br see WI RUDOLPH-And The
Z
111-rald
I 102 S. 15th St
1011
10 Mote of 4,
IT'S 6ETT4N4 LARK
di°,
FOR SALE - 5 ROOM STUCCO
1 PONT feES
11-Cover with
YOU'LL NAVE TO USE
eANI)
A LlViNO
something soil/
house. Nice built-Ins, electric hot FOR SALE '- A GOOD 8
YOUR NOSE, RUDOLPH!
ROOM
12-Leaked through
THI116!
v....ter heater. On sewage and hard house and bath, also garage,
11.--Cratata
loSO-SnIckers
cated on South 12th Strce. Price
SS-Undergrottad
.k
A ital
e
ees
only $5600.00, small down paytrait
ment
211-.1surneys
of
$100009,
remainder easy
For a Better Buy
211--Dine
terms. Tucker Real Estate Agency
LS-Armed conflict
11-Reverberating
502
Maple
Si
phon, 483
lc
in DIAMONDS
12-Hellcat ter*
32-Medulla
34--Seasoning
3
16-co
a
7/
17-Pares
2$- Matron
' 6
WANTED --- SOMEONE TO LI V
P
*
-r
V/A
A
se ..
41--Satisfy
on term and care for cattle in ex42-At
change for rent. Near Martins
as.
45-Crony
Chapel on Route 4. Electri iv,
46-Music: as
F!
)
Ya
°
written
wveil. Phone 1031 after 5 p.m. (dilly
43-Symbol for ;
tantalum
NANCY
II- Vtrerld
4 0
erganiaatloh

FOR SALE

I

ti

lC2.096"""'*•ft..4)
MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

- LOST-4 MONTHS OLD BLACK
Cocker Spaniel. Saturday night.
It seen please call F. C. Faughn
644-W.

NOTICE

Superior Ambulasa,.-a Service
Equipped With Oxygeo
"THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL 110alf•

311 N. 4
I 1th

plAmourn

St.

Murray, Ky. Phone 98

fiftICAMO.MIAlISP.W01.WA.WA.WP.WO.N111NAN

Come in

FOR RENT

the big difference!

Friendly Finance

Wanted To Buy

L.,

Well turn on this G-E next
to any other set anywhere
near its price. You be the
judge. See for yourself the
difference the G-E Aluminized
Picture Tube

makes-blacker

blacks, whiter whites, greater
range of grays. Designed for
oil-channel UHF-VHF. Let us
show you this G-E in action.
Blacker blacks,
Whiter whitest
Mgca torsos in batwa•ni

lammairaramenammana

CHINA
A
Real Gift For
CHRISTMAS
MURRAY GIFT
SHOP
National Hotel

FREE HOME
DEMONSTRATIONI
vw

Sse a 0-1 .01

MO row own

horn& No obhaation.

Call 886
limmes

elelle. 21.inch esneal• in
mahogany ronoirs and no-

gonoino

hardwood, $wkol castors.

BILBREY'S

Abe.
GOO

g°2VIA.1
DUES

210 Main

CAR and HOME SUPPLY

Phone 886
gato

KtiMICA%jai)./2
:*

lige Nosed,Reindeer

,,, 4
„•„,,,,,
./,
4u-

.\•,,,,,,4
v24 •

, ,. .,

A
A

WANT TO RENT

a mum mumw

.

2

A
A

C

MOW•esso

A
A

G-E 21-inch Aluminized Tube

LOANS

WIGHT Lidrey Dalton
with
tra Stanwyck
ii
ONION

F1'

`WNW

TNIS
BETTER,

SANTA?

AN, WE'D

SETTER
DO IT FAST, OR
THERE'LL BE 14.
PRESENTS DELIVERED
FOR Cornfralee.'

YES,RUDOLPH'IC
YOUR UNCLE &MOWS
TO BE FOUND, E'LL
FIND

24-Skins. a.

Better Buy

Wanted

K_Qtpsa4

.

.e/.,
;

from

FURCHES

w..i.istems bow. AAP"AA

fAvv,.tr,-orti-swAritzst„

113 South Fifth, Thema 19114
•
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By Ernie Baahaanlar

I CAN'T STAND THIS COMMERCIAL

* THE CAT'S PAW *

ain-tight-

t panel art
6,ift glance
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nemelesliniranseimeamme

on purpose. I lust suddenly find ' Charlotte had read the paper she
myseli there, and I can't get out." always nad delivered on Sundays.
Her voice trailed off, and she could There was nothing new on Use
feel the space rushing in between "Cummings Case." Just a reheat)
of yesterday's reports-and It apthem.
"Charlotte! I'll take you home." peared on Page 10. At the end
"No. Tray will see me safely of the column she released her
held breath.
home."
"But I insist.,,"
Or did the polite sometimes
"No. Mans you I want to go have new details and not tell the
hone." She stared at Eric across press? Suppose that all thts time
the distance, as though she nardly they had the record ...
saw film. "Please don't call me.
And then the sharp insistencee of
I'll see you Monday at the store. her bell 'Mattered the silence. She
Good night." Almost like a sleep- pressed the buzzer to open the
walker she moved past Erie and downstairs door and at once wished
out MS door, down to the street.
she hadn't. She opened her door
And from inside the taxi, ca. and leaned over the stairs.
reening downtown, she saw the
is it?" she called.
late, lulled city as chimerical, unThere was no answer.
real. It rose story upon story:
-Who is it?" she called again,
people piled la layers, stacked this
plates. And now she seemed to and heard the slow ascending
sae them with the building facades steps.
"Lieutenant Chase," he said.
stripped away, the interiors exThere was the quick rearing and
posed like MOMS of a dollhouse. revealing bed Over bed, bathtub over runaway of her heart, and she
bathtub, Stove ever stove, stranger struggled to breathe normally as
he appeared. As though it nad
over stranger-all the way up.
Most of the buildings seemed been she who climbed the stairs.
"Well, good morning," Charlotte
asleep. Only one light here, one
from
there burned on, perhaps where said. "Have you lust come
someone lay in dread of the church?" She jammed her hands
and held
thoughts that come out in the in her plaid-skirt pockets.
fists.
dark. Or where in the °Mc/ build- her thumbs in tight
"Me, church?" The lieutenant
ings the tired Old men who were
watchmen dre".cd and dreamed of laughed.
"I'd expect you to be on the
days gone by.
against
Maybe at this moment, some- sarrie side as the ministers,
where in the huge honeycomb that sin, that la. Come tn."
It
against
I'm
it.
against
"I'm
was New York murder struck
teisiness " His
again. A murder sufficiently stop- all the time in my
blue eyes were like a searchlight
press to make Page One.
• • •
on Charlotte's face.
"You make me feel I should
New there was SlIndllY to sit
say ah," she
through, though mercifully Char- open my mouth and
what shall we talk
lotte had slept through the morn- said. "Now
topic."
pick a
ing. Eventually, she supposed, the about? You
Lieutenant Chase wandered
body took charge, and one slept.
sktucly, to all
room,
about
the
But she'd never be rested. This
He's looking for
muscular ache, this need to lie appearances.
though, Charlotte pandown and never move, this hun• something
it be?
dred-years-old feeling was forever icked., But what or uld
nothing incriminating here.
The sense of Sunday lay all There's
He lifted the curtain and peered
around, the wide lino round and
cubbyhole of a kitchen.
empty silence. It was the church into the
glanced into the lavatory, the
quiet of closed and locked store He
beet.
the city
"If I let you go now, can,/ be doors, of people resting,
"May I help you?" Charlotte
Charlotte
But
to
halt
slowed
to
a
me
from
away
get
won't
sure you
asked.
was the silence of death. Even
init
the
behind
back
Go
again?
"I'm just looking, thank you,"
quiescent No
visible glass, I mean. Promise that the weather was
wind, ao snow. The gray day Just he said.
you won't?"
"Just browse around. Any time."
Charlotte stood up. "I can't welted. It seemed the ominous
(To Be Continued),
storm.
promise," she said. "1 don't do It stillness before a
pyriste. /NJ 11P VIITIO8 /1.,111.0111 Suter. Distrilinted by Eine Foatiirea ilYnkle"".

CH A PTER TWENTY FIVE
ERIC AND Charlotte sat at the
:am table drawn up by the fire,
'aretending to eat. They Kept the
eiinserwatton careful, chiefly about
art"Water colors can't be liorrect?el, can they ?" Charlotte as)ted.
'Dids,you ever try them, or is it
oo terrible to be stuck with your
nistakesT"
She realized what she had said.
No tepic was safe. All, all led to
Ise unmentionable.
But Eric answered her. "It's
aretty terrible at first. But you
zan learn from therm too, and
eater it as experience."
She sipped the Mick bitter coffee. drinking in the significance of
Eric's words.
"Where did you learn so much
'bout art?" Eric asked when they
!lac% peen silent too long.
"Oh, I just seemed to pick it
ap." Charlotte waved her hand
vaguely.
But it had been from King. King
who had taught her so much. King
who was dead.
She dropped ana broke a plate
when they were doing the dishes
together.
"Evetything I I retch," she said
"Everything I touch." She stooped
to gather up the pieces, as though
they were the shattered fragments
of her self, and her sobs sounded
horrible to her cyan ears.
Eric gathered her to him, and at
last they began to kiss each other
hungrily, as thougl they might be
tore apart and separated soon.
And now she lay back on tile
couch pillows. In the dim room
the hrelight threw dancing shit.
(lows on the ceiling. She turned
and laid her face against Eric's
Shoulder.
"I've got to go," she said "I'm
keeping Tray up late"
"Fle's replaced by now "
"The changing of the guard. But
I still have to go."
"Charente," Eric said.

1

f 4“ U S Pa 04 -44 .44." revered
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By M Capp

Noi
(Tf41 LEL.'VAR hi INT GOT A
SMOG LOOKON I-4)5 LI'L.
FACE,NOW THET HE'S
„a!,-,7....--s? DISCOVgRED HIL IS KING
.... , ......OF THE.SKON KS,-

w HUFF°. KING 0'THE. SKONKS,
IS •-ics'
OR NO KING 0'THE
SILTTIK SKOPsi KS- AH GOTTA
DOWN! TEACH Hibl HIS PAPPY
IS STILL MOSS-

.44-61APZ-HATES
70 PO THIS -BUT
LLT A
100'CA i
CHILE GROW UP
FEELIN' NIL IS
BOSS 1.r-

DETTER
IT-OUKK.
HE'S CsONNIA WHISTLEAN'-10'KNOW WHUT
'MET BRINGS ON

PAT HIM EASY,
LI'L Alill:4Erk JEST TO GIVE.
HIM

SKONKSTI

4

ABB1E an' SLATS
1:2&x
I JUST MEI" YOUR
FRIEND, CHARLIE
DOBBS. VERY
DECEPTIVE FELLOW,
YOUR FISHERMAN,

WELL, AS AN OLD
FRIEND OF THE
FAMILY, I THOUGHT
I'D LIKE TO GET TO
KNOW HIM . TOLD HIM
YOU AND I WERE
G000 FRIENDS...

BEFORE I COULD FINISH MY
SENTENCE, HE GRABBED MY
COAT AND SNARLED-"YOU STAY
AWAY FROM POLLY CRILE- SHE'S
WORTH A MILLION DOLLARS
TO ME

By Firebarn Van Burenr „THEN HE WENT ON..."I'VE GOT
Il'SR WHERE I WANT HER, AND
NOBODY 15 GOING TO STOP
ME."''NAT'S
WHEN YOUR
GENTLE SOUL

SLIMED
ME:

U
14311

In•
lin.ode,̀
•S

,vs•

1

• willistWelasiloe

0.1
rak...L.
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Down Concord
Way
DEC 4, 19.53
Life goes or about the same here.
day after day, with the same joys.
sorrows, worries and
blessings
common to mankind the world
over.
Mr. and Mrs Martin Crowell received a broken arm. cam, and
ether injuries in a car wreck at
McEwin. Tenn.. over the holidays,
but both are recuperating.
Mr Joe Montgomery, Sr., suffered a severe heart attack
day
recently, but is much better again
Ed Lovins sujjored a light stroke
one day
d has not been as hale

and hearty since, as has been his ene Smith's place as cook at the
custom
all his eighty-rix years I school.
His sister, Mrs_ Lula Miller, of
Ball games are the order of the
Murray spent part of Last week day again, and I'm just as ardent
visiting him.
a fan as there is, even if I still do
Mr
Quent Wilson. just after think that such sports are overly
celebrating his Golden
Wedding einphasized in schools.
anniversary at his home on Sunday
Tuesday evening. Mr. and Mrs.
went to Memphis, as an operative Rainey Lovins, Dorthe Shacklepatient, and has been critically ill ford, Lloyd Thompson, Joe Pat
there since, but is expected to re- Coleman and I drove to Cottage
turn home soon.
Grove, Tenn.. to see Linus SpiceA fev. new peopie are moving land's Cardinal boys win over
into our vicinity. A Mr. Kelly's Clarksburg by twelve points.
family
from
near
Huntington
Many from .this vicinity went to
Tenn.. has moved into the Ames Dover to see Concord
win by 22
Lax's house, and a family is ex- points ieven if Stewart Co.
does
pected to move into the nicely re- claim part of the honor
for furnovated house of Joe Dick Mc- nishing
Kingings,
Bailey
and
Nutt, Christmas.
Mathis i
Mr and Mrs Red Smith and
But I asked myself as I went in
children left for Detroit, last week. Ihow many of us would
have on.
Mrs Morelle Smith took Mrs. Lor- ithat far to church knowing
some-

Thc True Storu BATT SERVER

Claus

one would be at the door to collect as we went in. No, I still
don't think God approves
Mr. and Mrs. Dane McClun
stopped in Sunday. Their son
Gilmer, lives in Memphis, Tenn..
now and is a salesman for a hard•
ware company, and comes through
Murray weekly. He and his wife
have recently ;
joined the Bellvue
•
Baptist Church in Memphis.
No news much this week.
CHATTERBOX
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All Bicycles
At Cost Price 1.
20" Bike, reg $42.95 now
$36.50 l
il
24" Bike, reg. $44.95 now
$37.50 ta
rik
26" Bike reg. $44.95 now
$38.50 Si
24" Deluxe Bike, reg. $54.95 now . . . $42.50 1
26" Deluxe Bike, reg. $54.95 now .... $42.50

CHAPTER FOUR

The Refrigerator with New Ideas!
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:HS:Mid-width
MODEL SS -74
Now priced at only

Sea These Frigidaire Features!
• Ovichvbe Ice Trays
• lust-ersisierd shelves
• Full-width Chill Drawee
• Holds 27 lbs frozen feed
• Hydrator holds 17 S rsts.
fruits 114 vegetables
• New styling -insid• and
out
• boot and backed by
General &Solon

229.95

•
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Use Our Lay Away Plan

TOMMY IIMERT, 14, ts shown In
Allegheny General Hospital,Pittsburgh, where ha wants to stay
over the Christmas holiday. Home.
to Tommy.is the Children's Horne
In Williamsburg, Pa.., where he
has lived since Christmas, three
years ago, when his mother,broth..
er, three Asters and grandmother
died in an explosion and fire that
destroyed their home_ The boy has
undergone 17 surgical operation.
to rebuild his burned fact aid
,bands. (Internattcrnal LixiiisSee)
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Better &Col
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4iAst Anti DESSERTS

Chain Drive Space Car
Regular $21.95 now $18.g.8

Apples have gone modern. Old'ashioned barrels or boxes havt'
taken a back seat now that apple
appear in easy - to - sot throug,

Pedal Fire Trucks, Dump
Trucks
Regular $21.95 now $15.88
Tricycles
Regular $9.45
now $6.98

With three to six-pound packs,
there may be a fresh supply it
your refrigerator each week tO
used as you choose.

Tricycles
Regular $7.95
now $5.95

Nano, pleaset,_
Jonathan and Rome Beautyiir
fall varieties that make exciillen
applesauce. It is just the least b.
tart and especlally good in thi.
'-novel pie.

Radio Flyer Wagons
Regular $10.95 now $7.88

(

Cinnamon Toast Rs
4 slices cinnamon toast
21•3 cups applesauce /
2 egg whites
3 tablespoons sugar
, 1 teaspoon lemon Julati•-__
•
4 teaspoon grated lemon dna
Line bottom of baking die
, with cinnamon toast cut into an
desired shape Cover with slight],
sweetened applesauce.
Beat lig ,
whites unti
foamy, gradue
ly add sugar
Continue bestir
until stiff, ad
lemon juice ar
rind. Pile i
peaks over al
plesauce.
Bake in slow oven (SOO' F
for fifteen 'to twenty minutes
until meringue is lightly)roxne
Serve at once.
Yield: Four servings.
I Applesauce ale Mode
an atra-easy fall dessert. For ea,
chat,
serving, cover a slice of
or angel cake with slightly-swee
ened applesauce.
Top with • big spoonful r
vanilla ice cream. Garnish
a ,mar aschino cherry.

%no

Radio Super Wagons
Regular $5.95
now $4.88
Grey Hound Wagons
Regular $4.95
now $3.88
Chain Drive Tractors
Regular $29.95 now $24.88
Regular Drive Tractors
Regular $21.95 now $17.88
14" Park Cycle
with trainer wheels

Delicious Uncooked,

Regular $21.95

_

an 1;,./Ask aloelibants, trade-in ellowanc•- low doves
payment easy terms. See all the new
frigidoiris modelil Priced tram 5000 00
&ow .

_

JOHNSON APPLIANCE
403 Maple

I

•

cuch ,r bo,o5itr

_At

And Murray Home And Auto Store Has A Complete
Selection At Your Disposal
Ric

Brand New, Genuine FRIGIDAIRE

e for

Weigh Ito

DIAHIESNE. Pa
IS-Duquesne
poice kept their eyes on ligh•
fingered James Thompson today.
Thompson ''as arrested on a disorderly charge Thursday but shortly after he was locked up both
Thompson and the keys to the jail
disappeared.
Police re-arrested Thompson at
his home and retrieved their keys

M

HINGS throughout the %%Grid
have speeded up
a lot since I wa.s
a little boy and
many of my little friends find
It rather hard to
understand a I I
about Santa
Sleigh or airplartss-k's ell rise some to Some Claws.
Claus This
could be because all the
personal
appearances folk world-and it is growing target
he is always so very busy There
arrange for him
every year
Ire a let more people in the aorld
That is the reason you can see
Why even way back when I was
today than there were when 1 uas
one Santa. ringing • bell on a a little boy-very
long ago-Santa
your age
street corner ani arrother one in had to borrow wagons
and sled@
Sorrei,rnes pictures get us all a big shiny store wir.dow
You in great numbers. Railroads and
mixed up
One picture snows may see four or five-or maybe river steamboats carried
extra
Santa in a big airplane. Another 20 more Santas --on one trip down heavy loads-even
several days
one shows him driving his rein- town to see all the toys 'ad things after Christmas
--because we had
deer and we begin to wonder
Just think of all the work he no airplanes or motor
trucks IA
which picture is right The truth has to do for each family Suppose those
days
is that they are both nght Several your Aunt and Uncle live way off I
• • •
years ago Santa bought the big- in a distant city or out in the, YOU
YOUNGSTERS should as
gest and fastest airplane in the country on a farm Suppose you very
thankful that you live in this
aorid
but he often carries his have more relations In other places 'WiCidern age of fast
transportation
sleigh and his reindeer inside it for Just to handle things for your own and
up-to-date methods We had to
short side-trips
family Sar.ta would have to go light our Christmas
trees with
• • •
zigging and sagging back and colored wax candles, which
would
forth-betw
een
all these different burn only about 10 minutes. Then
174 FACT. Santa otter Carries a
homes
in
many
different places. I we had to put new candies Is the
eanot along, to reach some of the
You can see that he never would , tin candle holders.
nice Cajun kids-way down south.
clear
get
around
to everybody at
✓. the Bayou country He also has
Our parents always watched the
• lot more sper.al ways to -travel. Chrtstmastime if he didn't call in , candles very closely as they burned
all
the
mailmen
and expressmen- down low. because there was great
which he has to use in exts• ape:5) places- like in Saitzerland and borrow thousands and thou- danger of the tree catching Sri
sands
of
trucks
from the stores.'and burning down our wooden
where he uses skis to reach lots
at the fine Swiss boys and girls I for local deliveries ak,r.e
?tomes
•
•
•
'
now because I ve seen him lots
Our horse-drawn fir* wagons anTHE
RAILROADS have to put swered many calla during the
st times, but we U talk about that
on
extra
trains
arid the airlines Christmas season arid few years
a ter
have to bring out lots of extra passed without many
homes burn.
Banter' job has grown to be such planes
to handle the Christmas .r.g to the ground Today's safety
s very big one that he has to use
rush Long strings of heavily-load- ' measures and modern
equipment
lust oodles and Oodles of helpersed trucks crowd the main high• equipment have eut Christmas
tree
he neser would get clear around ways
between all the cities and fires way down from what
they
xi everybody Why he even has
to towns
were in the olden days.
Iresa a lot of his helpers up in
Today Santa Claus' job has betaista Claus suitor-just to make come
the busiest business in the
NEXT-Chimneys Aren't Necessary
0,sti.trsi1td Its Sting rcatuies Sbadxsie
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No Yule for Tommy

DFAR CII1LDRFN
Wherever
/topic art NO: frig, they cling to
ita!!_teas Iwo, as it is hanicialy posssble
Prodebd into slairry, by
soceret,icats which they are supposed to coNtrol egad In which they
hate *to fair Olean, to rote freely.
they ceeNtkally loss both faith aNel
bore Oar copistaiit prayers skow/ri
pe oat for all such peopie. wherever they eine be. that they slay
SOON /Ind the yoke of .slatt-ire lifted
Ircrus their Necks aNd Boats. .id
Deer more taxon Mr human eliNNay God sat, acted for all prop!.
The., gad C.4.iy the.i will peace cii•
circle the world sad restore hoth
beat earl faith to the minds cd all
taieaNaTHE Al:THOR

WEDNESDAY ArTERNOON, DECEMBER 9, 1953
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sweet, juicy Delicious apTilr
are best eaten raw. To bring ot
the es,quisite flavor, serve with • *Tat d000 own
CsittSt
dessert cheese
such as Camembert or Roquefort.
If you like hard
cheese best, try
Gouda or sharp
Cheddar. The
cheese should be
at room temperature, of course

•

now $15.88

)

Plastic Covered Rockers
Regular $8.95
now $5.95
Platform Rockers
Red, plastic covered reg.
$11.95-SPEC1AL $8.95
Rocky Horses
Regular $12.95 now $10.88
Regular $6.95
now $5.88

31;

,On Springs
Regular $10.95 now $7.88
Dolls of all kinds at low prices

)
oi.

Christmas Lights
Regular $1.19
now 79c
Regular $1.89
now $1.19

Doll Buggies
Regular $9.95
now $8.88 Yr.
Regular $5.45
now $4.79
Toy Stoves
Regular $1.98
now $1.69
Toy Sinks
Regular $1.98
now $1.69

*
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Murray Home & Auto Store
East Main Street

J. 0. Murphy,Owner

Phone 1300

'Phone 56
-
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